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WITH YOUR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Their passion and vision for growing the RRCO

CHAIR

DONNA KELLER
chair@rrco-reflexology.com
Hello Autumn, Goodbye Summer!
Autumn is my favourite season. The vibrant colours of nature bring a comforting feeling
of warmth and change. Much like the change of the season, we are excited to share that
we have a few new council members. We have a welcome page that will highlight our new
council members.

I wanted to start my address to members by thanking all the committee volunteers who
put countless hours and effort behind the scenes providing updates and helping to bring
further awareness to our amazing organization. I would also like to thank our schools for their
continued and tremendous support and for promoting the RRCO to their graduates. And last
but not least, thank you to council for all of your hard work! I appreciate all that you do!
We have a full house of members attending this years AGM! We look forward to our keynote speaker, Don Gracey,
of The CG Group, who will share important information/updates on the Reflexology profession in the Province of
Ontario. We will be discussing the 2017 year of accomplishments and goals for the upcoming year. I look forward to
meeting the members at this years’ AGM.
Are you passionate about Reflexology and would like to bring awareness to the public? We would love for you
to share your knowledge and join one of the committees. If you have an interest in getting more involved, please
contact me via email at chair@rrco-reflexology.com. Please see the list of committees in the magazine.
Thank you to all RRCO members for your support. Together we CAN make a difference!
I wish you and your family a very Happy Thanksgiving!

Donna
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WELCOME EDITORIAL

A short note from the InTouch Editor
DAVID AMAR
production@rrco-reflexology.com
Members...
I know, I know, summer was too short, too wet and now has come to an end. I wish I had
better relations with mother nature to ask for an extension, but unfortunately I don’t.
I wanted to take this opportunity to share a few interesting and exciting things...
Firstly, we are trying something new in this issue of InTouch, we are introducing a new section
called “Members Spotlight”. Each issue we will be featuring two or three small tidbits
submitted by our members. This can be anything about you, your reflexology practice or an
upcoming event you are hosting (and of course pictures are always a great addition).
Secondly, we are going to be revamping the look and feel of InTouch for the next issue, we are going to modernize
it a little bit and create a few new sections so stay tuned for that. In fact you may be able to spot a few teaser in this
issue.
Lastly, I know that it has been long overdue, but in the coming weeks (before the AGM) we will be releasing/
introducing the RRCO’s membership management solution which will allow you to renew your membership
automatically online. We are just testing the last few items on it to ensure it works correctly. Once we are satisfied
that it is all working correctly we will release it to a small number of members with upcoming expiry dates and then to
the entire membership quickly thereafter. We are confident that this tool will make things easier for everyone.
There are a few other exciting items and programs which are in the initial planning phases and hopefully I will have
more information to share with each of you at a later date.
I hope that each of you enjoy the fall season which is now upon us, the next time I write you will be for the winter
issue so get those parkas ready :)
All the best!

David
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A Special
Thank You...

The RRCO Council on behalf of ourselves and our members
wanted to take a moment to thank Sandra Bell the RRCO
Treasurer for her tireless dedication and hard work to
our organization over the years. As you may or may not be
aware, Sandra will be moving on from the RRCO effective
after the 2017 AGM.
Sandra...We wish you continued success
in your future endeavors.

A Warm
Welcome...

WE also want to take moment to welcome aboard our
new treasurer Carole Bowman. Carole will take over the
roll of treasurer upon sandra’s departure. i am sure our
members will have the opportunity to chat with her as
required. Also, welcome to our new council advisors
colleen Dyer and maralee noltie (who some of you may
know as the former secretary).
donna keller, chair rrco.
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Looking After
Your Feet!!

Reflexologist see many different kinds of feet. Soft feet,
hard feet, wide feet, small feet. There are things we
notice about feet include callous, bunions and tired feet.

Take care of your feet!

Foot soaks and foot creams all look after the condition
of our feet, but have you ever thought of exercising your
feet?
Do you tend to trip over your own feet? Do you get tired
achy feet? Then try these foot strengthening exercises
to improve balance and boost your personal or athletic
performance.
If you are a rock climber or a runner, then listen close.
Are you on your feet all day or wear very heavy shoes?
Try this! There are plenty of benefits that come from
exercises that strengthen your feet. It is critical to keep
you balance when dangling high in the air, jogging the
trails, or walking on concert all day. Get a better grip on
your daily workout routine with these feet strengthening
exercises.
Try these exercises to strengthen your feet:
Toe Presses
Start the foot strengthening exercise routine by warming
up with a set of toe presses to keep you grounded.
• Stand tall and bend slightly in the knees
• Grip the floor with all 10 toes
• Hold for a count of three (avoid curling your toes)
• Release and perform a set of 10 reps three times a
day
Tip: Up the intensity by holding your grip longer. Now
that your feet are warmed, you’re ready to get started
with a little game of Monopoly.
Monopoly Bits
Who knew picking up after a board game could
become such a fun and exciting exercise? Try this
foot strengthening exercise by scattering little bits of
Monopoly pieces across the floor and picking them up
with your feet.

•
•
•
•

Stand in front of the mess of Monopoly pieces
Pick up 10 pieces with you right foot transferring each
to a cup nearby
Repeat with the left foot
Challenge anyone around you to a race to the finish

Now that you have the room cleaned up, it will be easier
to tip toe through with some toe walking.
Toe Walking
One of the easiest ways to quickly start strengthening
your feet and toes is by simply walking tip-toe.
• Pace by walking on your toes for a total of 20
seconds
• Rest then repeat for a total of 8 reps two times a day
Tip: Up the intensity by increasing the time of your walks
Spread Your Toes
Now that you’ve tip-toed the room in true dance fashion,
try another standing exercise to increase your balance.
• Stand tall with knees slightly bent
• With feet flat, spread your toes as far as they reach
• Relax and repeat 10 times
Add another set for two sets total three times a day
Move on to the flex and stretch foot exercise.
Feet Stretch And Flex
Now that you have your toes stretched, move onto the
foot flexing exercise with an exercise band.
• Sit on the floor with feet straight out in front
• Wrap an exercise band around a sturdy chair or
bedpost
• Place the band on the tops of your feet
• Situate your body seated so that the band pulls with
slight resistance
• Work the feet by flexing against the band
• Finish with two sets of 20 reps
After completing the flexing stretch, stand up for a
challenge with toe lifts.
Toe Lift
You may have the basics down, but are you ready for a
challenge? Try and lift each toe one at a time.
• Stand tall with your knees slightly bent
• Concentrate on lifting one toe at a time on your right
then your left
• Repeat the exercise for three sets on each foot
Continued on page 10...
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...Continued from page 9
Tip: Add some weight to this foot exercise next to
strengthen your feet with pencil curls.
Pencil Curls
Now it’s time to test the strength of your toes with some
pencil curls.
• Stand tall and shift your weight to one leg
• Grab the pencil in your toes and hold for 6 seconds
• Repeat with 10 pencil curls, then switch to the other
side
• Practice this exercise three times a day
Tip: Another option is to ditch the pencil and scrunch
a towel in your toes instead. You may be feeling the
burn by now, but don’t fret. The foot workout is almost
finished.
Heel Walking
End strong with a heel walk to counter the motions
you’ve already done.
• Pace the room by walking on your heels
• Walk for 20 seconds, then rest to complete eight sets
two times a day
Move onto an easy cool down.
Ankle Circles
Finish with small ankle circles to work out the kinks.
• Put your back to the floor
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• Extend one leg over head
• Rotate clockwise for 10 counts, then counterclockwise
for 10 counts
• Switch legs and repeat
Finally, it’s time to relax with a rollout stretch.
Rollout Stretch
Now that you are finished, be sure to cool down with a
couple feet stretches.
• Sit on the floor with feet straight in front
• Flex your toes then hold
• Now roll the flex into a stretch from the bottom to the
top of the arch
• Allow toes to reach the stretching (pointing position)
last
• Reverse and repeat for a total of 10 slow stretches
The feet are an important part of your workout.
Your feet carry you, balance you, they are the mobility
for your body. So don’t wear out your feet. Pamper them
with love, exercise them so that they will go where you
want them to go…
Submitted by: Sharron Brigham
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Cheryl Sandiford

Everyone starts from somewhere. Whether they find
themselves in a profession, they want to be in or not,
they start from somewhere.
My reflexology journey:
It was not the way one typically thinks of going about
getting to their destination. However, I love doing what I
am doing – my JOB as a complementary practitioner.
The journey was different from what I expected. I started
by moving to Ontario to become a massage therapist.
Not having the funds and a student loan never having
crossed my mind, I never had enough money to take the
course. Then life gets in your way: changes occur and a
different path was chosen.
Why reflexology? I had a few reasons --1) Close enough to massage – I liked that aspect as that
was what I had wanted to do before and people can
relate to massage.
2) The clothing stays on – other than socks and shoes,
the client remains clothed. For me, as a practicing
Muslim, that is important.
3) It is a holistic practice – meaning the whole person is
cared for in a session, mind, body, spirit.
For me, that was an excellent package.
After receiving my certification and becoming a member
of the Reflexology Registration Council of Ontario
(RRCO) in 2004 (13 years ago), I still love my job. There is
always a learning experience with each client - Like his/
her fingerprint, is unique. Everyone comes with his/her
own concerns.
Moving to Ottawa from a small town where I knew that
people did not know anything about reflexology, was a
surprise. I thought there would be some people that did
not know what it was, but also thought that more people
would know what reflexology was. SURPRISE! Very few
people know what a reflexologist does. I have had clients
that have said they come for a foot massage, thinking
that is what they were receiving as it is their foot you are
working on. They do not understand that it is so much
more.
Reflexology not only benefits the feet. It is comforting
to the entire body of each individual. This is including
organs, glands and muscles. Yes we (reflexologists) do
that much! All we ask is that you relax. You will receive
INTOUCH FALL 2017 | 12

maximum benefit while relaxing.
One thing that I do is ask my clients about how they are
feeling after a few sessions with me. I want to know if
they are still experiencing some of the symptoms and
issues the initially presented with.
I had a female patient who had asthma come to see me.
I asked her how her asthma was after having seen her for
a few sessions. She told me that she noticed that she did
not have to use her puffer as often. I moved from there
and spoke to her again. She told me to come back as
her asthma was coming back to where it was or getting
worse.
I had a client who did not like to have her feet touched.
She came to see me using a gift certificate. After the
third session, that is when she told me that she did not
like anyone touching her feet. I froze. She told me to
continue with the session. I was very surprised, pleasantly
surprised. This taught me that even those who do not
like to have their feet touched could benefit from seeing
a reflexologist.
Even if people are ticklish, they can still see a
reflexologist as they will not be tickled when the
reflexologist is working on them. We use more pressure
than is needed to tickle someone, but it is adjusted
according to the individual.
Reflexologist have some challenges. The first is we must
educate the public about reflexology. Many people do
not know anything about reflexology and some know
very little. Education is key.
What we do is work on a person’s hands or feet (foot
reflexology is more common than hand). In doing this,
we are working on your entire system, as there is a map
of the body on the hands/feet. By following this map, we
can assess if everything is working optimally. Repeating
the session helps the person to obtain better health and
helps keep the body working properly.
Welcome to World Reflexology week. Let’s educate and
celebrate!!!

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Donna-Michelle Rancoeur
This summer I was thrilled to have been able to speak
to students and staff at the Institute of Holistic Nutrition
(IHN). On July 18 and 19th, I was part of a group of
Holistic practitioner colleagues called “The Wholistic
Sisters” who led a presentation at the IHN campuses
about different complementary modalities. Colleagues
Nisreen Mama-Foda and Monique Bourgeois spoke
about Reiki, and Bowen therapy. I was delighted to speak
about Reflexology!
The purpose of the presentation was threefold:
1) teach the students about Reflexology and get them
interested in trying out Reflexology for themselves and
their families;
2) encourage them to consider becoming future
Reflexologists as a complement to their Nutritional
Practice and;
3) inform them about the important role of the RRCO!
The message was well received and the students had
lots of excellent questions. After the formal presentation
was over, I was able to do a Reflexology demo on an
audience volunteer, which was a big hit!
Did you know that you too can promote the RRCO at
your next speaking event? The RRCO now has full sized
banners that are available for members to borrow! This
is an easy way to generate interest about the RRCO
mandate and raise awareness about Reflexology. For
details about the banners and how to borrow them,
please contact David Amar at the RRCO.
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Reflexology

Enhances Medical Care!!!

Reflexology works as part of a team approach to a patients medical issues. Our Clients have many needs that are not available
through traditional medical practices. Research has shown that reflexology can enhance medical care to help where medicine
can not. The following conditions have been shown to have a positive response to reflexology. My clients feel the difference
not only with there health challenges or health conditions, but in themselves as a whole.
Reflexology brings the body back to balance/ homeostasis and maintains over all sense of well being.
Reflexology can help with:
Cancer:
Research shows that reflexology eases the side effects of chemotherapy, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, reduces anxiety, pain and
depression.
Dialysis Patients:
Research shows that reflexology improves kidney function by increasing red blood cells (to combat anemia concerns).
Reflexology increases the lymphocytes (to help fight infection) and enhancement of waste products.
Diabetic Individuals:
Research shows that reflexology reduces physiologic measures for diabetics and is an effective treatment for type 2 diabetes
mellitus.
Neuropathy:
Research shows improvement in blood flow and acceleration within the feet following a reflexology session. Bead mat walking
also shows an increase in blood flow.
Phantom Limb Pain Suffers:
Research shows that reflexology alleviates and at times eliminates phantom limb pain.
Physiological functions:
Blood pressure and pulse rate can be lowed. Gout (uric acid) can be lowered to normalized and so much more.
Mental Health:
Research shows reflexology aids children and adults who are challenged with mental health issues. 30 minutes of reflexology
for 8 weeks can improve emotional well being, self esteem and confidence while relaxation and stress levels improve as
well. Reflexology can help with anxiety, PTSD, depression and menopause. Reflexology takes the body and stimulates it to a
balanced level.
These are just a few of the benefits of reflexology. By including it into a team based approach your clients well benefit from
overall better health. I say Thank You to all of our Reflexologist for making a difference to the clients you serve. Three cheers
for Reflexology! We do! AND we can assist in making our world healthier and more balanced. We help bring back the person
to a calmer, more stable well being.
Submitted by: Sharron Brigham
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How Reflexology can Support
those Living with Dementia
For decades dementia has been on the increase due
to a burgeoning ageing population and is now one of
the greatest pressures on healthcare systems around
the world. Over the past 18 years I have given many
reflexology sessions, mainly on the hands, to nursing
home residents and others who are living with dementia.
There many stages of dementia and clients may be
uncommunicative and others will be articulate, lively,
responsive and very aware that their cognitive faculties
are beginning to fail. Dementia can take many forms,
including Alzheimer’s disease, and all conditions have the
potential to respond favorably to a therapeutic touch.
The G8 summit on dementia in December 2013 is
expected to agree to a package of measures that will see
collaboration on research, sharing of expertise and closer
cooperation as part of a worldwide push similar to global
efforts to fight cancer, malaria and HIV and AIDS.[1]
There are a growing number of
research studies and trials in relation
to reflexology and the following
paper by Nancy A Hodgson RN
PhD CS Efficacy of Reflexology as a
Palliative Treatment in Nursing Home
residents with Dementia: Pilot Study
July 2006[2] suggests that reflexology
“may be an effective treatment
for older adults with dementia,
appearing to relieve pain and improve psychological
well-being”.
Hodgson’s results showed that the following analysis
of variance for repeated measures demonstrated a
significantly greater decrease in symptoms of pain,
depression and physiologic measures of stress for the
residents given reflexology treatment than for those in
the control group. The conclusion was that “these clinical
findings support the us of reflexology in nursing home
residents with mild/moderate dementia.”
Anecdotal Examples of the Results of Hand
Reflexology Treatments
Oran Aviv, a senior reflexology tutor in Tel Aviv, Israel
was taught Vertical Reflexology Techniques (VRT),[3],
including simple VRT Nail-working on the thumb nails
and immediately incorporated these into her care plan
when working with Alzheimer/Dementia residents.[4]

In 2007 JDC-ESHEL-The Association of the Planning
and Development for services for the Aged in Israel
developed a pilot program to train Day Center staff in
the basics of Aromatherapy. Four staff members of the
Kfar Saba Day Center participated in the program. The
Day Center then implemented the program by leading
both group and private sessions of simple hand massage.
Jeffrey Lieder, the Manager of the Day Center reported,
“When Oran offered her expertise in reflexology and
volunteered her professional knowledge and training to
expand and improve the program it was a perfect fit”.
Oran Aviv describes the project:
I incorporated some of Lynne Booth’s Vertical Reflexology
Techniques (VRT) in the Hand Reflexology course I taught
to
caregivers of patients with Alzheimer’s/Dementia. I have
come to realize that the VRT nail-to-nail technique is
absolutely amazing. I feel it is like a way of covering the
whole body in a very short time and space. I can see how
different areas of my own nail are sore depending on my
own state of health and the state of health of my own
clients.

they use.

In the Hand Reflexology course,
the caregivers found the VRT nailto-nail technique to be one of the
most important techniques they use
on the residents. Sometimes the
caregivers only have a few minutes
to work on a client before they get
agitated or bored and the nail-to-nail
technique is one of the techniques

The main emphasis of the course was divided into
several areas:
1.
Working the fingers to stimulate head/brain;
2.
Working the digestive system;
3.
Working the respiratory system;
4.
Techniques and reflex points to reduce anxiety.
The results of caregiver’s Hand Reflexology Course have
been very exciting. Some Alzheimer’s/Dementia patients
are sleeping better, some are less agitated, one no
longer suffers from constipation and one caregiver said
her resident is starting to eat by herself - which she has
not done since the caregiver came to work for her.
Continued on page 18...
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...Continued from page 17
When performing Hand Reflexology the reflexologist and
client sit opposite each other on chairs. There is constant
facial contact and they can speak to each other. This
makes giving reflexology to the patient with Alzheimer’s/
Dementia much easier and does not cause unnecessary
tension or anxiety. The carers meet weekly for classes
and then practiced on themselves, friends and eventually
as they became proficient, on their charges.
The cost to healthcare is huge, with dementia now one of
the greatest pressures on healthcare systems around the
world. Globally, 36 million people have dementia and the
WHO predicts that numbers will nearly double every 2
decades - meaning 66 million people will have dementia
in 2030 and more than 115 million in 2050. In simple
terms, that means someone in the world is diagnosed
with dementia every 4 seconds.[1]
In the book From Heart Through the Hands: The Power
of Touch in Caregiving by Dawn Nelson[5] she refers
to a 1996 pilot study in a Chicago care home where a
correlation between certain kinds of touch, on specific
parts of the body, and specific behaviour patterns in
people with dementia.
This refers to massage rather than reflexology but it is
worth reflexologists experimenting with the following
findings to see if a certain reflexology approach works
better. Nelson suggests that “Foot treatment: works
well for those who are hyperactive, restless or have a
tendency to wander. Hand treatment: generally works
well for those who are sad, anxious and fearful.”
I run short training sessions for relatives, carers and
medical staff and demonstrate simple but effective hand
techniques and methods of helping relax and calm a
person who is living with dementia. Relatives welcome
this skill as they often feel powerless when visiting loved
ones who does not respond or communicate easily. The
nursing staff gain valuable techniques to use in various
situations when the person may become distressed.
Dementia is one of the greatest medical challenges of
the 21st century and reflexology is a complementary
therapy that should be considered, alongside other
modalities, in offering valuable support to this group of
clients or patients and those who care for them.
Case Observation: Role Reversal where the Client gives
the Therapist Reflexology. Recently I had a moving and
unique experience while working on an 80 year old lady,
INTOUCH FALL | 18

Miss Y, as she gave me a hand reflexology ‘treatment’.
Miss Y has grown frail over the past 2 years and her
speech and cognitive abilities have become increasingly
impaired. She can, on occasions, be very aware of
her surrounding and always enjoys being smartly
and tastefully dressed. By using some of the Vertical
Reflexology nail-working techniques,[1] plus pressing
on precise reflex points on the hands, Miss Y often
begins to focus more and concentrates on her words
and often makes understandable comments or remarks.
Occasionally she will suddenly say, “I am very lucky” or
“Come again” or tries to impart complicated phrases.
On this particular day Miss Y was not particularly
communicative, but I worked gently on reflex points to
help support her digestive system and to relax and calm
her generally. At one point she had been staring into
space then she suddenly, but gently, took my hand, palm
down, in her two hands and stroked and squeezed it.
She gave a little smile, then held my hand in hers while
she precisely pinched and worked each of my fingers
individually. She took my thumb and tapped on the nails,
and then turned my hand while she worked up and the
down the palm which is part of a relaxation treatment for
the organs and trunk. She was in deep concentration.
She looked up at me a few times, I thanked her for the
lovely session. To finish she stroked up and down then
pressed the reflex points on the medial side of my thumb
down to the wrist which refer to the spinal reflexes. She
followed by gently brushing her fingers down my hands.
Several interesting points can be taken from that
unusual reflexology session: Miss Y, at times seems
disconnected from everyday life/appears not to observe
her surroundings. Yet, the power of the therapeutic touch
had not only reached her but she had felt, observed and
learnt various aspects of reflexology that she was able to
share at an intuitive, precise and practical level.
Submitted by: David Amar
Article by: Lynne Booth
Reference
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SUBMIT YOUR
ARTICLES TODAY

We would like to take a moment to remind
our members to submit your articles,
stories and more each issue so that we can
continue to make InTouch Magazine
a valuable resource for the RRCO member
community.
Please submit your articles to
production@rrco-reflexology.com
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OVEN Baked APPLES
WITH STAR ANISE

INGREDIENTS

through filling the remainder of the core with
your raisins.

This recipe is for 4 apples, you can
increase quantities based on the
number of apples you require.

Top each apple with a knob of butter, a little
marmalade and a star anise.

-1/2 cup raisins or sultanas
-1/3 cup sweet white wine, orange
juice or sweetened jasmine tea
-1.5 Tblspns marmalade
-Small knob butter for each apple
-Pinch or 2 of sugar
-Grated lemon rind from half a lemon
-A few black peppercorns
-4 star anise
-4 cloves

DIRECTIONS
Preheat the oven to 180 C. Soak the raisins or
sultanas in the wine, juice or tea for at least 30
minutes.
When the oven is at temperature, core the
apples with an apple corer. Make a slit around
the middle of the apple with a sharp knife, just
cutting through the skin. This prevents the
apple from bursting through the skin while
cooking.

Pour the liquid from soaking the sultanas or
raisins into the bottom of the dish, add water
if you need to raise the level of the liquid to
cover the bottom of the dish, and add the
lemon rind, cloves and peppercorns.
Sprinkle the sugar over the apples and into
the liquid in the dish. The amount that you use
will depend on the sweetness of the soaking
liquid that you used. I only use a little sugar –
you might like your desserts sweeter.
Bake for 30 – 40 minutes in the oven.
Serve with whipping cream, ice cream or
marscapone.
Submitted by: David Amar
Submitted from: https://vegeyum.wordpress.
com/2007/12/05/bakedapples/

Put the apples into an oven proof dish. Push
the raisins or sultanas into the core holes, with
a little sugar sprinkled over them half way
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Listing of RRCO
Approved Schools
As part of our goal to further education in the field of reflexology the RRCO is pleased to partner with the following
approved schools to offer education and courses related to reflexology. To learn more about any of the schools
below we recommend contacting them directly using the information provided.

Centennial College

416-289-5000 Ext. 8059
healthstudies.pt@entennialcollege.ca

Holt Reflexology School
905-857-5454
alanb.holt@gmail.com
www.holtschool.com

International Academy of
Natural Health Sciences

613-820-0318 or 1-800-267-8732
iamnhs@intlacademy.com
www.intlacademy.com

Joyessence Aromatherapy
Centre Inc.
519 821-7504
joy@joyessence.on.ca
www.joyessence.on.ca

Limestone School of Natural
Healing
613-484-5313
LimestoneSchool@gmail.com
www.jackiecave.com

Living Essentials

Reflexology Training
Essentials – For Healthy Living

519-213-4779
forhealthyliving@rogers.com
www.reflexologytrainingessentials.com

Reflexology Training
Ontario Inc.

519-807-1692
djbowman16@gmail.com
www.reflexologyontario.ca

School of Complementary
Therapies
613-620-5085
jf@JacquelineFairbrass.com
www.schoolofct.com

Soul Treatments Wellness Ltd.

(Formerly Healing Arts Learning Organization)

519-220-2887
http://www.soultreatments.ca
info@soultreatments.ca

Steps to Health Education
905-334-9765
stepstohealth@cogeco.ca
www.stepstohealth.ca

905-877-5670
www.livingessentials.ca
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